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ABSTRACT

China’s emergence as a scientific power this century is impressive. Recent reforms

promise to raise the country’s profile in scientific research even further. Even so,

China’s illiberal political system complicates the country’s quest for scientific

leadership, particularly as efforts to increase CCP control have intensified in recent

years.
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CHINA HAS LONG SOUGHT A PLACE among the world’s leading scientific
nations. In recent years, it seems to have succeeded. China has made head-
lines with showy accomplishments in areas ranging from supercomputers to
space exploration. Chinese scientists are making a splash in the world’s top
scientific journals, particularly in chemistry but increasingly in other dis-
ciplines as well. China has also rapidly emerged as the top source of colla-
borators for US scientists, eclipsing traditional partners like the United
Kingdom and Germany. To be sure, the gap between the United States
and China remains substantial, whether the measure is national investment
in basic research, Nobel Prize winners, or highly cited articles. Even so, the
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gap is shrinking: the Nature Group now touts China’s “meteoric rise in
high-quality science.”1

Is China becoming a scientific superpower? This is an important ques-
tion, both for China and for the rest of the world. Success in China promises
faster progress in science and technology worldwide, as the country becomes
an increasingly important source of knowledge and a more prominent part-
ner for other scientific leaders. It could also increase Chinese military cap-
abilities, as expertise in emerging fields like artificial intelligence is applied to
develop new combat systems.2 China’s progress also matters for the future of
the Chinese economy, and by extension, the world economy. As China’s
investment-reliant economy has slowed in recent years, its leaders have
increasingly focused on promoting “innovation-driven development” to
escape what is often called the middle-income trap.3 Yet if China is focused
on innovation, it has traditionally prioritized the pursuit of technologies that
can be developed in the short term, rather than basic research that can lead
to more fundamental breakthroughs. There are signs this is changing, as
explained below. But good science requires more than money, and the
question remains: Just how far can China go in its quest to become a leading
scientific power?

There is little consensus on this question. In many developed countries,
there is a long-standing belief that science does best in open liberal democ-
racies.4 Building on this point, some argue that China’s autocratic political
institutions impede scientific and technological innovation—and that
the country needs to undergo basic political reform to develop further.5

1. Yingying Zhou, “The Rapid Rise of a Research Nation,” Nature 528:7582 (December 17,
2015): S170–73.

2. Elsa B. Kania, Battlefield Singularity: Artificial Intelligence, Military Revolution, and China’s
Future Military Power (Washington, DC: Center for Naval Analyses, 2017), <https://www.cnas.org/
publications/reports/battlefield-singularity-artificial-intelligence-military-revolution-and-chinas-
future-military-power>, accessed June 15, 2018.

3. Homi Kharas and Harinder Kohli, “What Is the Middle Income Trap, Why Do Countries
Fall Into It, and How Can It Be Avoided?” Global Journal of Emerging Market Economies 3:3 (2011):
281–89; Andrew B. Kennedy and Darren J. Lim, “The Innovation Imperative: Technology and
US–China Rivalry in the Twenty-First Century,” International Affairs 94:3 (2018): 553–72.

4. Karl R. Popper, The Open Society and Its Enemies (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
1994): 425.

5. Regina Abrami, William Kirby, and Warren McFarlan, “Why China Can’t Innovate,”
Harvard Business Review, March 1, 2014, <https://hbr.org/2014/03/why-china-cant-innovate>;
Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson, Why Nations Fail: The Origins of Power, Prosperity and
Poverty (London: Profile Books, 2012): 439–43; Yasheng Huang, “China’s Innovation Success
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Others maintain that democratic political institutions neither impede nor
promote scientific progress, implying (or arguing) that political reform in
China is not needed.6

Focusing on China’s progress in and policies toward basic science, this
article offers a different and more nuanced perspective. It argues that China’s
progress to date is genuinely impressive. It adds that recent reforms promise
to raise the country’s scientific profile even further in years to come. Yet the
analysis also notes important contradictions between China’s political system
and the country’s quest for scientific leadership, particularly as efforts to
increase Chinese Communist Party (CCP) control have intensified in recent
years. These efforts are making it hard for China to realize its full potential as
a scientific power.

The rest of this article proceeds as follows. The first section below explores
China’s recent progress in basic science, particularly vis-à-vis the United
States. The second section unpacks a series of recent reforms designed to
extend that progress. The third section then documents several specific chal-
lenges Chinese science still faces as a result of the country’s increasingly
illiberal political system. The final section concludes.

RAPID PROGRESS

China’s investment in basic science has soared over the past two decades.
From 1995 to 2016, China’s spending on basic research grew on average by
more than 20% each year (Figure 1). By the end of that period, total spending
exceeded RMB 82 billion per year. That was US$ 11.9 billion at market
exchange rates, but nearly US$ 23.7 billion in purchasing power parity terms.
As of 2016, universities accounted for 53% of spending on basic research,
while research institutes accounted for 41%.7

-

Depends on Political Changes,” MIT Technology Review, November 14, 2012, <https://www.
technologyreview.com/s/507431/chinas-innovation-success-depends-on-political-changes/>.

6. Yanyan Gao et al., “Does Democracy Cause Innovation? An Empirical Test of the Popper
Hypothesis,” Research Policy 46:7 (2017): 1272–83; Mark Zachary Taylor, The Politics of Innovation:
Why Some Countries Are Better Than Others at Science and Technology (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2016): 123–27; Daniel A. Bell, The China Model: Political Meritocracy and the Limits of
Democracy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2016): 203.

7. China State Statistical Bureau, Zhongguo keji tongji nianjian 2017 [China statistical yearbook
on science and technology 2017] (Beijing: Zhongguo Tongji Chubanshe, 2017): 6.
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Several caveats are worth keeping in mind. There are serious concerns
about how effectively China’s science funding is spent, as described below.
China’s investment in basic research also remains well below the US level
(US$ 83.5 billion in 2015).8 And China’s investment in basic research remains
a small part (5.2%) of its massive spending on R&D overall, compared with
the United States (17%), South Korea (17%), and Japan (12%) in recent
years.9 This number is set to increase, however. The 13th Five-Year Plan for
Science and Technology (released in 2016) projected that the share of basic
research in national R&D would “rise by a wide margin” (dafu tigao) by
2020.10 Some suggest it could go as high as 10%.11

This rise in spending has underpinned a number of accomplishments
that have garnered international attention: building some of the world’s

figure 1. China’s Spending on Basic Research (RMB billions)
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SOURCE: Zhongguo Keji Tongji Nianjian [China Science and Technology Yearbook], various years.

8. National Science Foundation, Science and Engineering Indicators 2018, Arlington, VA:
chapter 4, 20.

9. China State Statistical Bureau, Zhongguo keji tongji nianjian 2017: 632; National Science
Foundation, Science and Engineering Indicators 2018: chapter 4, 48.

10. State Council, People’s Republic of China, “Guowuyuan guanyu yinfa ‘shisanwu’ guojia keji
chuangxin guihua de tongzhi” [State Council notice on issuing the Plan for Science and Technology
Innovation in the 13th National Five Year Plan], July 28, 2016, <http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/
content/2016-08/08/content_5098072.htm>, accessed April 24, 2018.

11. Hao Xin, “Five-Year Plan Boosts Basic Research Funding,” Science 351:6280 (March 25,
2016): 1382.
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fastest supercomputers, launching manned space flights, constructing the
world’s largest radio telescope, and sending the world’s first quantum-
communications satellite into space, among others. China has also begun
building a series of multidisciplinary national laboratories. The first of these
will be based in Beijing, and after seven or eight years of construction, it is
expected to house 3,000 employees—comparable to the US Argonne or Oak
Ridge national laboratories in scale.12 China has also launched 16 new major
science projects, in areas ranging from new materials to artificial intelligence,
which are planned to be complete by 2030.13

China’s largesse and ambition are persuading more of its overseas scientific
talent to return home. In 2003, the CCP Politburo created the Central
Coordinating Group on Talent, led by the Organization Department of the
Central Committee. In 2008, the coordinating group unveiled the Thousand
Talents program, designed to entice 2,000 highly qualified individuals to
return to China over the next five to 10 years. There was particular interest
in individuals who could “make breakthroughs in key technologies” or serve
as leaders in newly emerging scientific fields. While previous research has
noted that China has often struggled to bring back the very best talent,
particularly among academics, there is little question that the country is
attracting more of its diasporic brainpower than before.14 By 2016, more than
6,000 individuals had registered to return under the Thousand Talents
program—exceeding the initial goal by a wide margin.15 China has also had
considerable success convincing talented young scientists to return. In 2011,
China launched the Thousand Youth Talents program, targeting individuals

12. Chinese Academy of Sciences, “China Reveals Plans for National Lab System,” October 19,
2016, <http://english.cas.cn/newsroom/news/201610/t20161019_168825.shtml>, accessed April 24,
2018.

13. It was 15 projects, until Artificial Intelligence 2.0 was added. “Keji chuangxin 2030: zhongda
xiangmu xin tian rengong zhineng 2.0” [S&T Innovation 2030: Megaprojects add artificial intelli-
gence 2.0],” Keji Ribao [Science and Technology Daily], May 24, 2017, <http://www.stdaily.com/
zhuanti01/rgzn/2017-05/24/content_546702.shtml>, accessed April 24, 2018; State Council, People’s
Republic of China, “Major Science Innovation Projects Set for This Year,” March 11, 2017, <http://
english.gov.cn/state_council/ministries/2017/03/11/content_281475592012064.htm>, accessed April
24, 2018.

14. David Zweig and Huiyao Wang, “Can China Bring Back the Best? The Communist Party
Organizes China’s Search for Talent,” China Quarterly 215 (2013): 613.

15. “Qianren jihua jieshao” [Introduction to the Thousand Talents Plan],” Qianren Jihua Wang
[Thousand Talents Plan Network], January 5, 2017, <http://www.1000plan.org/qrjh/section/2>,
accessed May 1, 2017.
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under 40. By February 2018, the program had made 3,540 awards.16 Many of
these have attracted young scientists based at US universities, including the
University of California, Harvard, Stanford, and MIT.17

The injection of funds and human capital into Chinese science has sup-
ported an impressive rise in the country’s overall global publishing profile.
This is apparent from China’s place in the Nature Index, which tracks the
affiliations of researchers publishing in the most highly esteemed scientific
journals. Since the index was started in 2012, China’s score has risen from
24% to 46% of the US score—a remarkable jump in just six years (Figure 2).

figure 2. Countries’ Scores on the Nature Index as a Percentage of the US Score
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SOURCE: Author’s calculations from Nature Index (https://www.natureindex.com). Note that the number
of journals included in the index was increased from 68 to 82 in 2017.

16. Fangzhuan Yang and Yun Liu, “Qingnian gaocengci rencai yinjin tezheng yu zhiliang fenxi”
[Analysis of the characteristics and quality of returning high-level youth talent], Keyan Guanli
[Science Research Management] 37 (April 2016): 241–42; “Dishier pi qianren jihua qingnian rencai
chuangye rencai mingdan gongbu” [Announcement of the 12th batch of awardees for the youth and
start-up talent programs of the National Thousand Talents Plan], Xinhua, March 15, 2016, <http://
education.news.cn/2016-03/15/c_128800533.htm>, accessed January 1, 2019; “Xuexiao 13 ren ruxuan
shisan pi guojia qianren jihua qingnian xiangmu” [Thirteen people from school selected in the
thirteenth batch of the youth program of the National Thousand Talents Plan], Toutiao, May 11,
2017, <http://toutiao.chinaso.com/jy/detail/20170511/1000200032983341494487519969408559_1.
html>, accessed January 22, 2019; “Dishisi pi guojia qianren jihua qingnian xiangmu shenbao
ruxuan mingdan zhengshi gongbu” [Formal announcement of the 14th batch of awardees for the
youth program of the National Thousand Talents Plan], Tsinghua University, February 9, 2018,
<http://www.tsinghua.edu.cn/publish/thunews/10303/2018/20180209165404206150018/2018

0209165404206150018_.html>, accessed January 22, 2019.
17. Yang and Liu, “Analysis of the Characteristics.”
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China is particularly strong in chemistry, but it performs increasingly well in
the physical sciences and life sciences as well. China’s science publications are
getting attention. In 2006–2010, China accounted for less than 8% of the
world’s most highly cited science and engineering articles. In 2012–2016, that
figure had more than doubled, to just under 18%. This gain came partly at the
expense of the United States, which saw its share decline from 54% to 48%.18

China has also become far and away the leading source of foreign colla-
borators for American scientists. Chinese scientists and engineers published
nearly 44,000 articles with US collaborators in 2016—up from fewer than
5,406 in 2003.19 China’s total in 2016 far exceeded those of traditional US
science partners, including the United Kingdom (25,858), Germany (21,584),
and Japan (10,484). Popular fields of collaboration between US and Chinese
scientists in recent years have included materials science, electrical engineer-
ing, biochemistry, chemistry, and multidisciplinary science. This growing
collaboration undoubtedly reflects the number of Chinese students and
visiting scholars at US universities. While many of these individuals stay in
the United States, an increasing number have returned to China in recent
years.20 In fact, the US J-1 visa, which was granted to 38,928 visitors from
China in 2015, frequently requires recipients to return to their home country
for at least two years at the end of their program. In short, US-China
collaboration in basic science has flourished this century. Whether this trend
can continue remains unclear, however, as the United States has become
more concerned with the military implications of scientific collaboration
with China in recent years.

Some Chinese scientists are receiving international acclaim for their ac-
complishments. In 2015, London-based Physics World gave its Breakthrough
of the Year award to Pan Jianwei and Lu Chaoyang of the University of
Science and Technology in Anhui Province for their work in quantum
teleportation. Another Chinese team was among the top 10 contenders for
the award.21 Critics often point to China’s lack of Nobel Prize winners, but

18. The data regarding highly cited papers are drawn from the online Thomson Reuters Essential
Science Indicators database.

19. Andrew B. Kennedy, “China’s Innovation Trajectories,” Survival: Global Politics and Strategy
60:3 (May 2018): 77.

20. Andrew B. Kennedy, The Conflicted Superpower: America’s Collaboration with China and
India in Global Innovation (New York: Columbia University Press, 2018): 32–33.

21. Tushna Commissariat and Hamish Johnston, “Double Quantum-Teleportation
Milestone Is Physics World 2015 Breakthrough of the Year,” Physics World, December 11, 2015,
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those prizes are often awarded decades after the ground-breaking research was
done, making them “the most lagging of lagging indicators.”22 The first
Chinese citizen to win a Nobel in the natural sciences, Tu Youyou, did so
in 2015 for research performed in the 1970s.

In some regards, of course, China’s performance is less impressive. While
China’s elite universities have made notable gains, the system is highly strat-
ified, and others have made less rapid progress. Also, when Chinese scientists
publish in the very top journals, they tend to have at least one foreign
co-author, suggesting some degree of dependence on international collabo-
ration. From 2014 to 2017, for example, roughly 70% of the articles published
in Nature, Science, and Cell featuring a China-based author also featured
a US-based author.23 China has also been widely criticized for the extent of
academic misconduct in the country. The number of retractions by Chinese
scientists has risen dramatically in recent decades, due mainly to plagiarism,
fraud, and faked peer review. One study found that China’s “retraction
index”—the rate at which published articles have to be withdrawn—was
more than twice that of the United States from 2001 to 2010.24 In 2017, one
journal decided to retract 107 articles by Chinese authors.25

Moreover, the system underlying Chinese science suffers from a variety of
shortcomings that continue to hold the country back. In the next section,
we consider some of these challenges and how the Chinese government is
attempting to address them.

EMERGING REFORMS

Despite its impressive progress in recent years, many systemic challenges
continue to impede Chinese science. The funding system has long been
criticized for a range of shortcomings, including fragmentation, inflexibility,
-

<http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2015/dec/11/double-quantum-teleportation-
milestone-is-physics-world-2015-breakthrough-of-the-year>.

22. Peter Landers, “What Nobel Prizes Say about Japan,” Wall Street Journal Blogs, October 7,
2010, <https://blogs.wsj.com/japanrealtime/2010/10/07/what-nobel-prizes-say-about-japan/>.

23. By comparison, the corresponding figure for Analytical Chemistry (a less prominent journal in
the Nature Index) was 12%. Author’s calculations from Thomson Reuters data.

24. Tianwei He, “Retraction of Global Scientific Publications from 2001 to 2010,” Scientometrics
96:2 (August 2013): 555–61.

25. Stephen Chen, “Science Journal Retracts 107 Research Papers by Chinese Authors,” South
China Morning Post, April 23, 2017, <http://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/2089973/
science-journal-retracts-107-research-papers-chinese-authors>.
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and inadequate oversight. Government officials—and personal connections
with these officials—continue to play too large a role in funding decisions.26

Chinese scientists also face pressure to demonstrate productivity on relatively
short timetables, which reduces the incentive to take risks and promotes
academic misconduct.27 A 2015 survey found that 91% of Chinese scientists
felt that more should be done to detect, prevent, and punish misconduct.28

In response, China’s leaders have striven to improve the system. Momen-
tum for reform gathered steam after 2012, when then-Premier Wen Jiabao
criticized China’s systems for scientific research and innovation at a national
conference, prompting the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) to
call for “deepening reform of the science and technology system.”29 Following
the ascent of President Xi Jinping, a series of reforms were launched starting
in 2014. To improve oversight at the national level, the government created
the Inter-Ministerial Joint Committee. The committee is led by MOST and
supported by the Ministry of Finance, the National Development and
Reform Commission, and other relevant departments. It develops overall
national strategy, sets program tasks and guidelines, and oversees the profes-
sional organizations that manage science and technology funding. It is sup-
ported by a new Strategic Consultation and Comprehensive Review
Committee. The review committee features representatives not only from
government but also from academia and industry. The joint committee is
also supported by a new national reporting system, which collects budgetary
and performance information on science and technology programs.

26. Yigong Shi and Yi Rao, “China’s Research Culture,” Science 329:5996 (September 3, 2010):
1128; Meiling Du and Aiping Xu, “Jichu yanjiu fuxing de xianshi wenti yu lujing xuanze” [Actual
problems in reviving basic research and choosing the road ahead], Weilai Yu Fazhan [The Future and
Development] 6 (2015): 3; Andrew B. Kennedy, “Slouching Tiger, Roaring Dragon: Comparing
India and China as Late Innovators,” Review of International Political Economy 23:2 (2016): 78.

27. Jane Qiu, “China Goes Back to Basics on Research Funding,” Nature 507 (March 13, 2014):
148–49; Zunyou Zhou, “Fraud in Academia Is Killing China’s Nobel Dream,” South China Morning
Post, February 10, 2014.

28. Charlotte Liu et al., “Turning Point: Chinese Science in Transition,” Nature Publishing
Group, November 2015: 14, <http://www.nature.com/press_releases/turning_point.pdf>, accessed
June 20, 2016.

29. Ministry of Science and Technology, “Opinions on Deepening the Reform of the Scientific
and Technological System and Speeding Up the Building of a National Innovation System,”
September 23, 2012, <http://www.most.gov.cn/eng/pressroom/201211/t20121119_98014.htm>, accessed
October 4, 2018. See also Richard P. Suttmeier, “The Transformation of Chinese Science,” in David
Tyfield et al. (eds.), The Routledge Handbook of the Political Economy of Science (New York: Routledge,
2017): 370.
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The reform initiative has also targeted the fragmentation of the national
R&D funding system. Before 2014, the central government administered
R&D funding through more than 30 different agencies, which supervised
roughly 100 different programs. In 2014, the State Council announced that
central government funding would be consolidated into five streams, and
these were all essentially in place by early 2017.30 They included

� a fund to support basic and exploratory research, administered by the
National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC)

� the National Major Science and Technology Plan, to support large-scale
strategic projects and industrialization goals

� the National Key R&D projects, to support the development of
technologies seen as critical to China’s development in areas such
as health, agriculture, and energy; this includes support for basic
research, coordination of national research, and international coopera-
tion in these areas

� the Special Fund for Technology Innovation, to support technological
innovation and promote the transfer and use of new technologies in
industry

� the R&D Base and Professional Special Plan, to support research facil-
ities and human resources.

Before 2018, the NSFC reported directly to the State Council, while the rest
were overseen by MOST. In March 2018, MOST was given authority to
oversee the NSFC as well.31

A third reform has aimed to improve the management of scientific pro-
jects after they are funded. In 2014, the State Council announced that
“professional organizations” (zhuanye jigou) would administer the five new
funding streams, elevating the role of scientists and reducing the role of
government officials in this regard. By early 2018, seven such organizations
had been established:

30. “Kejibu: Xin wulei keji jihua buju chubu chengxing jinbai xiang jihua youhua zhenghe”
[MOST: The structure of the five new S&T schemes has begun to take shape with nearly 100

schemes optimized and consolidated], Sina.com, January 10, 2017, <http://tech.sina.com.cn/it/2017-
01-10/doc-ifxzkfuh6564102.shtml>, accessed December 4, 2018.

31. Ministry of Science and Technology, “Zhonggong zhongyang yinfa ‘shenhua dang he guojia
jigou gaige fangan’” [CCP Central Committee publishes ‘Deepening Party and State Organizations
Reform Plan’], March 21, 2018, <http://www.most.gov.cn/ztzl/lhzt/lhzt2018/lhywlhzt2018/201803/
t20180321_138705.htm>, accessed December 4, 2018.
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� China Rural Technology Development Center

� China National Center for Biotechnology Development

� China 21st Century Yicheng Management Center

� High Technology Research and Development Center

� Technology Development Center (under the Ministry of Agriculture)

� Industry Development and Promotion Center (under the Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology)

� Development Center for Medical Science and Technology (under the
National Health and Family Planning Commission).

These organizations remain works in progress, and they have been criticized
for being understaffed and for lacking effective management systems.32 Two
or three more of them are reportedly planned.33

Fourth, organizational reforms are underway at the Chinese Academy of
Sciences (CAS). In July 2013, President Xi Jinping said the CAS should strive
to be “pioneering” (shuaixian) in four areas.34 In July 2014, CAS President Bai
Chunli responded by proposing a Pioneering Action Initiative (shuaixian
xingdong), which had five components:

� reorganizing CAS institutes into four categories

� reshaping research priorities to reflect the 13th Five-Year Plan for CAS

� reform of personnel management, including the introduction of
contract-based employment and a new scheme to attract talent

� exploring a new system for think tanks

� opening CAS to greater international collaboration.35

32. Qu Yilong, “Dui woguo keji jihua xiangmu guanli zhuanye jigou jianshe de sikao” [Re-
flections on the establishment of professional organizations for project management in the National
S&T Plan], Keji Zhongguo [S&T China], June 26, 2017, <http://www.casted.org.cn/channel/
newsinfo/6311>, accessed April 24, 2018; “Zhuanye jigou gaijian jinru dao jishi” [Countdown has
started for reforming professional organizations], Keji Ribao [S&T Daily], March 26, 2017, <http://
news.sciencenet.cn/htmlnews/2017/3/371835.shtm>.

33. Cong Cao and Richard P. Suttmeier, “Challenges of S&T System Reform in China,” Science
355:6329 (2017): 1019–21.

34. Li Bin, “Xi Jinping guancha zhongkeyuan, tichu sige shuaixian” [Xi Jinping inspects CAS,
proposes taking the lead in four areas], Xinhua, July 17, 2013, <http://news.ifeng.com/mainland/
detail_2013_07/17/27612954_0.shtml>, accessed April 24, 2018.

35. “Zhongguo kexueyuan ‘shuaixian xingdong’ jihua zuzhi shishi fangan” [CAS organizes
implementation plan for the Pioneering Action Initiative], Chinese Academy of Sciences, December 2,
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As of 2018, these reforms had been implemented to varying degrees. The
reorganization of CAS institutes, for example, is a challenging process since
some institutes belong to more than one category.

Other changes have targeted the day-to-day challenges faced by Chinese
scientists. For example, Chinese experts have criticized the regulations
regarding project management as excessively rigid.36 Personnel costs were
strictly controlled, and certain expenses (such as equipment and travel) had
to go through complicated procurement procedures.37 In 2016, a new and
more flexible approach was unveiled.38 The new policy removed limits on
rates of compensation, authorized payments to a wider range of researchers
(including graduate students and visiting scholars), and gave researchers
greater latitude in purchases, among other changes. The new policy also
provided a system of financial assistants to help researchers navigate the
reimbursement system. These changes appear to have had a salutary effect,
but problems persist. Some regulations appear inconsistent with other pol-
icies, for example, and some scientists are hesitant to use their newfound
autonomy.39

The government is also making it easier for Chinese scientists to commer-
cialize their research. Since 2007, China has had a legal framework allowing
academic institutions and inventors to own patents and other intellectual
property developed from publicly funded research, and also to keep all
income from the license or transfer of those patents, similar to the US
Bayh-Dole Act. Even so, officials from the National Intellectual Property
Administration report that the vast majority of university patents are never
commercialized, partly because researchers lack incentives to do so and partly

-

2014, <http://www.cas.cn/zt/sszt/cassxxdjh/yw/201412/t20141202_4266568.shtml>, accessed April 24,
2018.

36. Du and Xu, “Actual Problems.”
37. Cao and Suttmeier, “Challenges of S&T System Reform.”
38. “Zhonggong zhongyang bangongting guowuyuan bangongting yinfa ‘guanyu jinyibu wan-

shan zhongyang caizheng keyan xiangmu zijin guanli deng zhengce de ruogan yijian’” [General
Office of the CCP Central Committee and General Office of the State Council publish ‘Certain
Opinions on Policies Regarding the Management of Centrally Financed Science and Technology
Funds’], Ministry of Science and Technology, August 3, 2016, <http://www.most.gov.cn/tztg/
201608/t20160803_127015.htm>, accessed September 2, 2018.

39. Yingkui Li et al., “Luoshi zhongyang caizheng keyan xiangmu zijin guanli zhengce chuyi”
[Humble opinions on the implementation of the Policy on the Management of Centrally Financed
Science and Technology Project Funds], Zhongguo Nongye Kuaiji [Chinese Agricultural Accounting] 6

(2017): 29.
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because ownership rights remain blurry.40 The government has developed
pilot programs in several cities giving universities and research institutes
clearer rights to the benefits, use, and transferability of intellectual property
they develop.41 New policies announced in 2016 provided additional
reforms.42 Academic scientists were given greater freedom to do part-time
work with companies. And universities are now allowed to use at least half of
the income earned from transferred technologies to provide greater incentives
for researchers to commercialize their work.

Despite these changes, many Chinese scientists remain dissatisfied with
important aspects of the system in which they work. This point was high-
lighted by a 2016 survey of faculty in science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics disciplines at China’s top 25 universities.43 The research fund-
ing system was criticized as unfair and insufficiently transparent. Continu-
ing government intervention in a variety of areas, including graduate
admissions, was seen as problematic. Personal connections were still seen
as too important. The evaluation system was criticized for excessive reliance
on quantitative indicators, which promotes not only academic misconduct
but also a preoccupation with short-term successes rather than bolder and
riskier projects. Indeed, in recent years some of China’s elite institutions
have shown more interest in combining quantitative indicators with qual-
itative evidence, such as the international standing of individual scholars,
for this very reason.44

In sum, China is not resting on its laurels but working hard to continue its
rise in science. The reform effort that is underway has targeted both the
overall structure of the system and some of the day-to-day challenges faced
by Chinese scientists. The reforms remain a work in progress, to be sure, and
it is apparent that many Chinese scientists remain dissatisfied with the

40. Jacob Schindler, “China Needs a New Government Agency to Stop Huge University IP
Portfolios Sitting Dormant, Says SIPO Official,” IAM, October 20, 2017, <http://www.iam-media.
com/blog/detail.aspx?g¼821e14cf-da20-4032-b3ce-bcd605993a07>.

41. Suttmeier, “Transformation of Chinese Science”: 371.
42. “Guowuyuan yinfa ‘shishi zhonghua renmin gongheguo cujin keji chengguo zhuanhuafa

ruogan guiding’” [State Council Publishes ‘Certain Regulations Implementing the Law Promoting
the Transformation of Science and Technology Achievements in the People’s Republic of China’],
Ministry of Science and Technology, March 3, 2016, <http://www.most.gov.cn/yw/201603/
t20160303_124399.htm>, accessed February 8, 2018.

43. Xueying Han and Richard P. Appelbaum, “China’s Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics (STEM) Research Environment: A Snapshot,” PLOS One 13:4 (2018): 1–22.

44. Interview with two Chinese scientists, Beijing, October 13, 2016.
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system, despite the changes that have already been made. Even so, the con-
certed effort to improve the system implies that China is poised to make
further gains as a scientific power in years to come.

THE CHALLENGE OF ILLIBERAL INNOVATION

If China is working hard to improve its scientific system, it is doing so
because its goals are ambitious. In 2015, for example, China launched the
World Class 2.0 initiative. This envisions China developing a number of
world-class universities and disciplines by 2020, having some universities
and disciplines among the best in the world by 2030, and having one of the
world’s best university systems by 2050.45 In 2017, Xi Jinping’s work report
at the 19th Party Congress stated, “We will move faster to build Chinese
universities into world-class universities and develop world-class disciplines
as we work to bring out the full potential of higher education.”46 In several
ways, however, the CCP’s efforts in recent years to tighten its political
control are making it more difficult for China to realize its “full potential”
in basic science.

The first problem concerns China’s connectivity with the outside world.
Scientists increasingly use web-based services for many purposes. Some
applications (such as Google Scholar) make it easier to find relevant litera-
ture. Others (such as Dropbox and Google Docs) facilitate file sharing. Still
others (such as Facebook and Twitter) promote rapid dissemination and
discussion of new findings. Social media have emerged as particularly impor-
tant among younger scientists as an important venue for post-publication
commentary, prompting some to call it “the biggest research conference in
the world.”47 Others note the potential for social media to accelerate the pace
of scientific innovation, particularly in combination with “big data” and

45. State Council, “Guowuyuan guanyu yinfa tongchou tuijin shijie yiliu daxue he yiliu xueke
jianshe zongti fangan de tongzhi” [Notice from the State Council regarding the printing and dis-
tribution of general plans for macro-managing and advancing the establishment of world-class
universities and academic subjects], October 24, 2015, <http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/content/2015-
11/05/content_10269.htm>, accessed April 24, 2018.

46. “Full Text of Xi Jinping’s Report at 19th CPC National Congress,” China Daily, October 18,
2017, <http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/19thcpcnationalcongress/2017-11/04/content_34115212.
htm>, accessed February 16, 2018.

47. Zen Faulkes, “The Vacuum Shouts Back: Postpublication Peer Review on Social Media,”
Neuron 82:2 (April 2014): 260.
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“open science.”48 Many of these services are blocked in China, but
Chinese scientists have in the past used virtual private networks to access
many of them.

In recent years, however, accessing many foreign websites has become
more difficult, particularly as China’s management of the Internet has
become more strict, and Internet speed more generally has suffered. China’s
scientists have made it clear that this is hampering their work. At a meeting
of China’s elite “academicians” (yuanshi) in 2016, one stated that strict
Internet controls were imposing “very great losses” (sunshi shi feichang dade)
on China’s scientific researchers. The scholar suggested that scientists be
given special privileges on the Internet, prompting considerable applause
from the audience.49 In 2017, a cancer expert at Tsinghua University com-
plained that censorship had “hindered the progress of scientific research.
We can’t get the latest information or the most accurate.”50 Later that year,
a geneticist who divides his time between China and another country
said that China’s Internet controls had made working in the country “a total
disaster.”51

These difficulties have attracted attention in the political system. In
February 2017, Luo Fuhe, vice chair of the Chinese People’s Political Con-
sultative Conference, warned that the government’s Internet controls and
slow access speeds were impeding scientific research in China. Luo recom-
mended a more flexible approach, focusing censorship on specific sites and
allowing free access to sites frequented by researchers.52 But references to

48. Bradley Voytek, “Social Media, Open Science, and Data Science Are Inextricably Linked,”
Neuron 96:6 (December 2017): 1219–22.

49. Sijie Ni, “Yuanshi reyi: keyan wangluo jianguan nengfou wangkai yimian” [Heated dis-
cussion among academicians: can scientific research be exempted from internet censorship?], Sina,
June 1, 2016, <http://news.sina.com.cn/c/nd/2016-06-01/doc-ifxsqxxu4874793.shtml>, accessed
March 5, 2018.

50. Nectar Gan, “China’s Internet Censorship under Fire—but Proposal against Controls
Gets . . . Censored,” South China Morning Post, March 13, 2017, <http://www.scmp.com/news/china/
policies-politics/article/2078350/chinas-internet-censorship-under-fire-two-sessions>.

51. Dennis Normile, “Science Suffers as China’s Internet Censors Plug Holes in Great Firewall,”
Science, August 30, 2017, <http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2017/08/science-suffers-china-s-
internet-censors-plug-holes-great-firewall>, accessed February 22, 2018.

52. “Guanyu gaijin he tigao jingwai wangzhan fangwen sudu de ti’an” [Proposal regarding
improving and increasing the speed of access to foreign websites], Zhongguo Minzhu Cujin Hui
[China Democracy Promotion Conference], February 28, 2017, <http://www.mj.org.cn/mjzt/
content/2017-02/28/content_249919.htm>, accessed March 8, 2018; “Quanguo zhengxie fuz-
huxi luo fuhe: wangluo jianguan pianyan, jianyi tigao jingwai wangzhan fangwen sudu” [CPPCC
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Luo’s proposal were subsequently removed from Chinese news portals and
social media platforms, and another proposal to relax restrictions went unre-
ported.53 China subsequently moved to tighten its Internet controls, banning
unlicensed virtual private networks starting in March 2018. In short, China’s
political leadership has intensified efforts to control Internet content, despite
widespread concerns about the impact on Chinese science.

The second problem concerns the autonomy of Chinese universities. Uni-
versities grew more autonomous from the party in the 1980s, only to see
political control tightened after the Tiananmen crackdown in 1989.54 In
recent years, universities have been constrained in specific ways by the
party-state, and this is a source of considerable frustration for academic
leaders.55 Universities must respect the party’s control over the appointment
(and removal) of university leaders, the party’s control of political and ideo-
logical education, and the ultimate authority of the university Party Com-
mittee. There are also areas of active contention between universities and the
government. These include student admissions, conferral of degrees, and (of
course) funding.

Under Xi Jinping, the party-state has moved to exercise greater control on
university campuses. In 2013, the CCP circulated Document No. 9, which
warned of several topics seen as dangerous and forbade teaching on those
subjects. The topics included “Western constitutional democracy,”
“universal values” of human rights, Western notions of media independence
and civic participation, ardently pro-market “neo-liberalism,” and “nihilist”
criticisms of the party’s past.56 In early 2015, following remarks by Xi in 2014,
the CCP and the State Council released Document No. 30, which called for
stronger Party control at universities.57 Led by Peking University, Party

-

Vice Chair Luo Fuhe: internet supervision too strict, increase speed of access to foreign websites],
Sohu, March 4, 2017, <www.sohu.com/a/127887402_114877>, accessed March 8, 2018.

53. Gan, “China’s Internet Censorship under Fire.”
54. Richard McGregor, The Party: The Secret World of China’s Communist Rulers (London:

Penguin Books, 2010): 79–80.
55. On the following three sentences, see Jane Liang, “The Lobbying of Elite Chinese

Universities,” Australian National University, Canberra, 2016: 83–99.
56. Quoted in Chris Buckley, “China Takes Aim at Western Ideas,” New York Times,

August 19, 2013.
57. “Zhonggong zhongyang bangongting, guowuyuan bangongting yinfa ‘guanyu jinyibu

jiaqiang he gaijin xin xingshixia gaoxiao xuanchuan sixiang gongzuo de yijian’” [General Office of the
Central Committee and General Office of the State Council Issue ‘Opinions on Further
Strengthening and Improving Propaganda and Ideological Work at Universities Under the New
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Committees at prominent universities began setting up Teacher’s Affairs
departments to monitor ideology and political attitudes among faculty mem-
bers.58 In December 2016, Xi gave an important speech in which he said that
universities “must insist on a correct political direction” (bixu jianchi zheng-
que zhengzhi fangxiang), while faculty members should be “staunch support-
ers of the Party” (dang zhizheng de jianding zhichizhe).59 Following Xi’s
remarks, the Party secretary at Tsinghua University said that instructors’
political stance would be given top priority in their performance evaluations.
She added that particular emphasis would be given to monitoring and
shaping the political attitudes of younger faculty members, especially those
returning to China from overseas.60 The state is asserting itself as well, both
through the Ministry of Education and through MOST. The latter was
apparent in the recent decision to place the NSFC under MOST supervision.
The NSFC had operated relatively independently, and the decision to place it
under MOST could reduce its autonomy in funding decisions, though it
could also improve coordination.61

The tighter supervision of faculty and research at Chinese universities has
generated concern among some academic leaders and scientists. Following
the release of Document No. 30, for example, Nankai University President
Gong Ke rejected calls to “comprehensively tidy up, purify, and rectify”
(quanmian qingli, chunjie, zhengdun) university faculty. Gong argued
that China should avoid the “leftist” mistakes of the past, recalling the

-

Conditions’], Xinhua, January 19, 2015, <http://www.xinhuanet.com/2015-01/19/c_1114051345.htm>,
accessed March 9, 2018.

58. Nectar Gan, “Chinese Universities Tighten Ideological Control of Teaching Staff,” South
China Morning Post, August 28, 2017, <http://www.scmp.com/news/china/policies-politics/article/
2108597/china-universities-tighten-ideological-control-teaching>.

59. “Xi Jinping: ba sixiang zhengzhi gongzuo guanchuan jiaoyu jiaoxue quan guocheng” [Xi
Jinping: political and ideological work should penetrate the entire educational and teaching process],
Xinhua, December 8, 2016, <http://www.xinhuanet.com/politics/2016-12/08/c_1120082577.htm>,
accessed March 9, 2018.

60. “Quanguo gaoxiao sixiang zhengzhi gongzuo huiyi zhaokai, xiao dangwei shuji chen xu zai
huishang zuo jiaoliu fayan” [National meeting on ideological and political work at universities opens,
university party secretary Chen Xu shares a speech at the meeting], Tsinghua University, December
9, 2016, <http://www.tsinghua.edu.cn/publish/thunews/9658/2016/20161209143810136361749/
20161209143810136361749_.html>, accessed March 9, 2018.

61. “Zhongkeyuan yuanshi: guojia ziran kexue jijin huadao kejibu xiyou canban” [CAS acade-
mician: moving NSFC to MOST is a mixed blessing], Caixin, March 14, 2018, <http://topics.caixin.
com/2018-03-14/101221179.html>, accessed April 11, 2018.
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anti-rightist campaign of 1957 and the Cultural Revolution.62 More recently,
Chinese scientists have expressed concern about the decision to place the
NSFC under MOST’s supervision. Immediately after the decision, two of
China’s most prominent scientists expressed concern about the NSFC’s
future and the potential for basic research to become more application-
oriented.63 And whereas the NSFC was known for its commitment to peer
review, some experts now worry that personal connections to MOST bureau-
crats will become more important in funding.64 Others simply question the
ministry’s competence: one physicist at Peking University said that said
asking MOST to supervise the NSFC was “like asking a pedestrian who has
never had their hands on a steering wheel before to drive a car along a massive
highway.”65

But China’s top research universities are poorly placed to express collective
concerns to the government. In 2003, China’s elite C9 universities began
collaborating as a semiformal network to increase their funding and their
autonomy.66 They had some limited success, and in 2009 the group asked the
Ministry of Education for permission to form a permanent secretariat, which
elite university groups have in other countries. But this request was denied.
And thereafter, the C9 declined as a collective lobbying group. Joint meetings
became more of a formality; C9 presidents engaged in advocacy efforts
independently of each other; and in some cases, their lobbying worked at
cross-purposes. After the 18th Party Congress in 2012, the party overhauled
the leadership of seven of the C9 universities, illustrating its dominance of the
higher education system.67

62. Yingchun He, “Nankai xiaozhang: yishixingtai gongzuo buneng zoudao lingwai yige jiduan”
[Nankai president: ideological work cannot go to another extreme], People’s Daily, February 9, 2015,
<http://edu.people.com.cn/n/2015/0209/c1006-26532151.html>, accessed February 15, 2018.

63. “CAS Academician: Moving NSFC to MOST Is a Mixed Blessing.”
64. David Cyranoski, “China Creates Grand Science Ministry,” Nature 555 (March 22, 2018):

425–26.
65. Quoted in Stephen Chen, “Fear Everywhere: China’s Scientists Braced as Ministry Takes

over Funding Body,” South China Morning Post, March 16, 2018, <http://www.scmp.com/news/
china/society/article/2137495/fear-everywhere-chinas-scientists-braced-ministry-takes-over>.

66. The nine universities are Peking University, Tsinghua University, Zhejiang University,
Nanjing University, Fudan University, Shanghai Jiaotong University, Xi’an Jiaotong University,
University of Science and Technology of China, and Harbin Institute of Technology.

67. On the C9’s efforts to lobby the government after 2003, see Jane Liang, “The Enduring
Challenges for Collective Lobbying: The Case of China’s Elite Universities,” China Journal 78:1
(2017): 85–96.
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The third problem—and one that is exacerbated by the first two—is that
China still struggles to attract the most talented scientists. As two prominent
experts on the subject have noted, “The very talented, who have numerous
options both at home and abroad, are likely to opt for an environment that
allows free thinking, debating and writing, and whether this can be achieved
in China without significant political liberalization remains a major ques-
tion.”68 China’s continuing struggle in this regard is evident from US data. In
2015, 85% of Chinese students who had received a Ph.D. in a science or
engineering field from a US university five years earlier were still in the
United States, as were 90% of the students who had done this 10 years
earlier.69 These figures were above the averages for all foreign science or
engineering Ph.D. graduates (70% in each case). This is a striking outcome,
given China’s energetic efforts to entice its most talented graduates to return
and China’s growing profile in science more generally.

Moreover, many Chinese graduates who do return ultimately desire
to leave again. A 2015 survey by the Centre for China and Globalisation,
a Beijing-based think tank, found that 68% of returnees wanted to live
overseas again.70 There are many considerations behind this desire, of course,
and most Chinese returnees are not employed as scientists. Nonetheless, it is
worth noting that several top returnee scientists have decided to leave China
in the past few years. Several cases in particular have attracted attention:

� Ning Yan received her undergraduate degree from Tsinghua University
in 2000 and emerged as a rising star while a doctoral student and post-
doctoral fellow in molecular biology at Princeton University. She joined
the faculty at Tsinghua in 2007, becoming one of the university’s
youngest professors, only to return to Princeton in 2017.71

� Chai Jijie received undergraduate and graduate degrees in chemistry and
medicinal analysis in Dalian and Beijing, respectively, after which he
started a post-doctoral fellowship in molecular biology at Princeton in
1999. Chai returned to China in 2004, eventually becoming a professor

68. Zweig and Wang, “Can China Bring Back the Best?”: 613.
69. National Science Foundation, Science and Engineering Indicators 2018: chapter 3, 142.
70. Huiyao Wang, “Zhongguo liuxue fazhan baogao (2016)” [Annual report on the development

of Chinese Students abroad (2016)], Center for China and Globalization, 2016, <http://www.ccg.org.
cn/Research/View.aspx?Id¼7164>, accessed February 17, 2018.

71. D. D. Wu, “Why Does a Top Scientist’s Move to US Strike a Nerve in China?” The
Diplomat, May 19, 2017, <https://thediplomat.com/2017/05/why-does-a-top-scientists-move-to-us-
strike-a-nerve-in-china/>.
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in life sciences at Tsinghua. In 2017, Chai took a prestigious position as
a Humboldt Professor at the University of Cologne, Germany.72

� Ma Yi studied as an undergraduate at Tsinghua and then received his
Ph.D. in electrical engineering and computer science from the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley, after which he joined the faculty at the
University of Illinois. Ma returned to China in 2014 to take a leadership
position at Microsoft Research Asia in Beijing, only to take a position as
a professor at Berkeley in 2018.73

� Xu Chenyang graduated from Peking University in 2004 and received
his Ph.D. in mathematics from Princeton in 2008. He returned to
China in 2011, becoming a full professor at Peking University, but took
a professorship at MIT in 2018.74

� Liu Yunhao received his undergraduate degree from Tsinghua in 1995

and a Ph.D. in computer science and engineering from Michigan
State University in 2004. He returned to China in 2004, eventually
becoming Chang Jiang Chair Professor and Dean of the School of
Software at Tsinghua, before taking a prestigious position at Michigan
State in 2018.75

Whereas those returning from abroad have long been called haigui (“overseas
returnees”) in China, these departures have prompted some observers to
reverse the characters and refer to guihai or “returning overseas.”

Some Chinese observers see the guihai phenomenon as part of the natural
circulation of scientific talent worldwide.76 Yet others are not so sanguine,
and it is clear that these departures have heightened concern in China about
the quality of the research environment in the country. One Shanghai-based
scientist has called the departures “an alarm,” adding that “the authorities

72. “Humboldt Professorships Bring International Research Stars to Germany,” Alexander Von
Humboldt Foundation, May 16, 2017, <https://www.humboldt-foundation.de/web/press-release-
2017-10.html>; “Chai Jijie,” School of Life Sciences, Tsinghua University, <http://life.tsinghua.
edu.cn/english/faculty/faculty/721.html>, accessed February 17, 2018.

73. “EECS at UC Berkeley,” University of California, Berkeley, <https://www2.eecs.berkeley.
edu/Faculty/Homepages/yima.html>, accessed February 17, 2018.

74. “Xu Chenyang,” Qianren zhiku [Thousand Talents Think Tank], August 10, 2017, <http://
www.1000thinktank.com/gcczj/22856.jhtml>, accessed February 17, 2018.

75. “Yunhao Liu,” Michigan State University, August 15, 2018, <https://www.egr.msu.edu/news/
2018/08/15/yunhao-liu>.

76. Keshu Zheng and Chang Tan, “Rencai huanliu, haigui zai guihai” [Talent circulation, re-
turnees go overseas again], Nanfang Zhoumo [Southern Weekend], February 2, 2018, <http://www.
infzm.com/content/133053>.
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must realize scientists care about a lot of things, and it is difficult to make
them stay just for money or patriotism.”77

In short, some of the challenges China faces in its efforts to become
a leading scientific nation have become more acute in recent years, particu-
larly as the CCP has moved to exert greater control over the Internet and the
university system. Going forward, these challenges will make it more difficult
for China to reach its potential in the world of scientific research.

CONCLUSION

China’s rise in science is impressive. The country has made rapid progress on
a number of fronts, producing more high-profile publications, generating
more international collaboration, and garnering more international attention
than ever before. China is also trying to tackle a range of systemic challenges
that continue to impede its development as a science power, even if this
remains very much a work in progress. These developments challenge those
who would argue that China must undergo fundamental political reform to
raise its profile as a scientific power. China is rising in science even as its
political system has remained decidedly authoritarian.

Nonetheless, it is also clear that the current direction of Chinese politics
constrains scientific progress in a number of ways. The government’s tight-
ening control over the Internet reduces opportunities to learn from and
communicate with scientists in other countries, generating considerable con-
cern within the Chinese scientific community. The CCP’s increasing efforts
to emphasize ideology in university hiring and promotions undermine efforts
to focus on academic merit. Both of these developments, in turn, complicate
China’s efforts to entice the most talented scientists from the Chinese dias-
pora to work in China. Some of China’s most talented and prominent
returnees have opted to go abroad once again, and many appear to be think-
ing about it. In short, it is hard to see how China can achieve its full potential
in science when the political environment poses so many challenges.

Overall, the analysis here is more optimistic than that offered by many of
China’s critics. China’s scientific progress to date is genuinely impressive, and
it looks set to continue, even in the current political environment. This needs

77. Quoted in Stephen Chen, “Top Chinese Scientist’s Move to US Sparks Soul-Searching in
China,” South China Morning Post, May 9, 2017, <http://www.scmp.com/news/china/policies-
politics/article/2093551/top-chinese-researchers-move-us-sparks-soul-searching>.
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to be acknowledged. Yet this analysis is more pessimistic than that offered by
those who doubt that China’s political system poses any problems for the
future of Chinese science. Such problems do exist, and they have worsened in
recent years.

What does China’s rise in science imply for the country’s development
more broadly? Most simply, it is clear that Chinese science is creating a valu-
able resource for the country, one with implications ranging from environ-
mental protection to military capabilities. While Chinese scientists may be
constrained or repelled by aspects of the country’s political system, their
growing contributions to scientific knowledge are impossible to ignore.
Nonetheless, it remains unclear how effectively China will make use of this
growing body of knowledge. There is evident concern within the Chinese
government about the extent to which scientific insights are actually applied.
This is apparent from the recent reforms to facilitate the commercialization of
academic research and the recent decision to place the NSFC under MOST.
Whether these and like-minded reforms will succeed—without undermining
the basic scientific enterprise in China—remains to be seen.
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